Help Grandma Tillie Get Ready for Babysitting

(Fold back on dotted line to hide the answers.)

Read *Silly Frilly Grandma Tillie* and study the pictures. To help Grandma Tillie get ready for babysitting, read the list of words below. Then circle the things Grandma Tillie uses when she babysits, and cross out the items that she doesn’t use. HINT: she uses 16 of these things.

___Balloon       ___Gum
___Apple         ___Harmonica
___Bubble-bath   ___Ice Cream
___Fancy shoes   ___Vest
___Crayons       ___Book
___Sparkly glasses ___Knitting needles
___Zipper        ___Yo-yo
___Eggs          ___Necklace
___Yarn balls    ___Pink wig
___Diapers       ___Powder puff
___Monkeys       ___Lampshade
___Feathers      ___Purple neck scarf
___Juggling balls ___Towel turban
___Flashlight    ___Riddles
___Apron         ___Songs
___Q-tips        ___Worms
___Sneakers      ___Lollipop
___Toothpicks    ___Spoon
___Checkers      ___Umbrella

Now that you have identified all 16 items, put them in alphabetical order by placing the numbers 1–16 in front of each. Unfold to see the answers.